Autonomic Announces Flush Mount Kits for KP-6 Keypad Now Available
from Wall-Smart
Integrators, designers and homeowners will appreciate décor-friendly flush mounted keypads
Armonk, NY. February 21, 2017 – Autonomic, makers of the finest whole-house music systems
and recently acquired by SnapAV, has announced that flush mount kits for the KP-6 keypad
(both single and double gang installations) are now available from Wall-Smart. Wall-Smart’s
concept is to create flush mount kits that achieve the perfectly coordinated blend of electronics
and décor demanded by installers, interior designers and their clients. Wall-Smart’s flush
mounts can be painted to match any wall color scheme. The Wall-Smart solutions for Autonomic
were on display at ISE 2017 in Amsterdam.
The elegant KP-6 keypad from Autonomic, available in white or black, provides users with
instant access to basic features of their Mirage Audio System whole-house entertainment
solution without having to open an app on their phone or tablet. Users of the KP-6 keypad will
enjoy fingertip control of power on/off, volume, source and track-skip—as well as four userprogrammable preset buttons. Once content has been curated using the Mirage Media
Controller app for iOS or Android devices, users can simply press and hold to store that
programming as a preset. Presets can be anything, from a Pandora or SiriusXM radio station
to a playlist or a favorite album.
ARTWORK CLICK HERE
About Autonomic: Autonomic Controls, Inc. is recognized as a leading manufacturer of complete whole-house music systems. As
innovators with a core competency for audio and control, Autonomic offers the ultimate standalone entertainment solution that is feature
complete and compatible with popular control and home automation platforms. With an award-winning lineup of media servers, multi-room
amplifiers, an intuitive app for Apple and Android devices as well as elegant, designer friendly in-wall keypads, Autonomic products have
become the standard for merging local music collections and the most popular online streaming services such as Pandora®, Rhapsody®,
SiriusXM, TuneIn Radio, Slacker Radio, Napster, Spotify, TIDAL, Murfie, and Deezer to be enjoyed throughout the home. Visit Autonomic at
http://www.autonomic-controls.com and on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/user/AutonomicControls
About SnapAV: Established in 2005 and based in Charlotte, North Carolina, SnapAV is a manufacturer and exclusive source of more than
1,800 installation-friendly audio, video, networking and CCTV products for residential and commercial A/V integrators. SnapAV empowers
integrators to run more efficient businesses by providing high quality, lucrative products supported by best-in-class online ordering and awardwinning customer service. All products are protected by zero-tolerance Internet sales policies and many feature lifetime warranties. Additional
information about SnapAV and its product brands can be found at www.snapav.com.
Wall-Smart© presents a new practical design that combines functional control & aesthetics to seamlessly integrate into any wall by providing
innovative, creative yet cost-effective solutions for all in-wall challenges. We offer solutions for New Construction, Retrofit, and Solid Surfaces
installations. Our unique combination of Engineering, Interior Design & Production capabilities enables you to meet the demanding,
continually transforming functional design needs of the modern-day integrated smart home. For more information about all the Wall-Smart
solutions, please visit: www.wall-smart.com

